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Preface
Practice standards are the hallmark of calling one's self a professional. Members should fulfill their responsibilities as professionals by instituting and maintaining standards against which their professional performance can be 
measured. Compliance with professional standards of tax practice also con­firms the public's awareness of the professionalism that is associated with CPAs as well as the AICPA.
This Publication sets forth ethical tax practice standards for members of the AICPA: Statements on Standards for Tax Services (SSTSs or Statements). Although other standards of tax practice exist, most notably Treasury Depart­ment Circular No. 230 and penalty provisions of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC), those standards are limited in that (1) Circular No. 230 does not provide the depth of guidance contained in these Statements, (2) the IRC penalty provisions apply only to income-tax return preparation, and (3) both Circular No. 230 and the penally provisions apply only to federal tax practice.
The SSTSs have been written in as simple and objective a manner as possible. However, by their nature, ethical standards provide for an appropriate range of behavior that recognizes the need for interpretations to meet a broad range of personal and professional situations. The SSTSs recognize this need by, in some sections, providing relatively subjective rules and by leaving certain terms undefined. These terms and concepts are generally rooted in tax con­cepts, and therefore should be readily understood by tax practitioners. It is, therefore, recognized that the enforcement of these rules, as part of the AICPA's Code of Professional Conduct Rule 201, General Standards [ET section 201.01], and Rule 202, Compliance With Standards [ET section 202.01], will be under­taken with flexibility in mind and handled on a case-by-case basis. Members are expected to comply with them.
History
The SSTSs have their origin in the Statements on Responsibilities in Tax Practice (SRTPs), which provided a body of advisory opinions on good tax practice. The guidelines as originally set forth in the SRTPs had come to play a much more important role than most members realized. The courts, Internal Revenue Service, state accountancy boards, and other professional organiza­tions recognized and relied on the SRTPs as the appropriate articulation of professional conduct in a CPA's tax practice. The SRTPs, in and of themselves, had become de facto enforceable standards of professional practice, because state disciplinary organizations and malpractice cases in effect regularly held CPAs accountable for failure to follow the SRTPs when their professional practice conduct failed to meet the prescribed guidelines of conduct.
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The AICPA's Tax Executive Committee concluded that appropriate action entailed issuance of tax practice standards that Would become a part of the Institute's Code of Professional Conduct. At its July 1999 meeting, the AICPA Board of Directors approved support of the executive committee's initiative and placed the matter on the agenda of the October 1999 meeting of the Institute's governing Council. On October 19, 1999, Council approved designating the Tax Executive Committee as a standard-setting body, thus authorizing that com­mittee to promulgate standards of tax practice. These SSTSs, largely mirroring the SRTPs, are the result.
The SRTPs were originally issued between 1964 and 1977. The first nine SRTPs and the Introduction were codified in 1976; the tenth SRTP was issued 
in 1977. The original SRTPs concerning the CPA's responsibility to sign the return (SRTPs No. 1, S ig n a tu re  o f P re p a re rs , and No. 2, S ig n a tu re  o f  R eview e r: 
A s s u m p tio n  o f  P re p a re r's  R e s p o n s ib ility ) were withdrawn in 1982 after Treas­ury Department regulations were issued adopting substantially the same standards for all tax return preparers. The sixth and seventh SRTPs, concern­ing the responsibility of a CPA who becomes aware of an error, were revised in 1991. The first Interpretation of the SRTPs, Interpretation 1-1, "Realistic Possibility Standard," was approved in December 1990. The SSTSs and Inter­pretation supersede and replace the SRTPs and their Interpretation 1-1 effec­tive October 31 , 2000. Although the number and names of the SSTSs, and the 
substance of the rules contained in each of them, remain the same as in the SRTPs, the language has been edited to both clarify and reflect the enforceable nature of the SSTSs. In addition, because the applicability of these standards 
is not limited to federal income-tax practice, the language has been changed to mirror the broader scope.
Ongoing Process
The following Statements on Standards for Tax Services [sections 100-800] and Interpretation 1-1 to Statement No. 1, "Realistic Possibility Standard" [section 9100], reflect the AICPA's standards of tax practice and delineate members' responsibilities to taxpayers, the public, the government, and the profession. The Statements are intended to be part of an ongoing process that may require changes to and interpretations of current SSTSs in recognition of the accelerating rate of change in tax laws and the continued importance of tax practice to members.
The Tax Executive Committee promulgates SSTSs. Even though the 1999- 2000 Tax Executive Committee approved this version, acknowledgment is also due to the many members whose efforts over the years went into the develop­
ment of the original statements.
[The n ext page is  18,011.]
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TS Section
TAX SERVICES
STATEMENTS ON 
STANDARDS FOR TAX SERVICES
Statements on Standards for Tax Services are issued by the Tax Executive Committee, the senior technical body o f the Institute designated to promulgate standards of tax practice. Rules 201 and 202 o f the Institute’s Code o f Professional Conduct require compliance with these standards.
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TS Section 9100
Tax R eturn  Positions
Issue date, unless 
otherwise indicated: 
August, 2000
Introduction
.01 This Statement sets forth the applicable standards for members when recommending tax return positions and preparing or signing tax returns (including amended returns, claims for refund, and information returns) filed with any taxing authority. For purposes of these standards, a ta x  re tu rn  
p o s itio n  is (a) a position reflected on the tax return as to which the taxpayer has been specifically advised by a member or (b) a position about which a 
member has knowledge of all material facts and, on the basis of those facts, has concluded whether the position is appropriate. For purposes of these stand­ards, a  ta xp a ye r is a client, a member's employer, or any other third-party 
recipient of tax services.
Statement
.02 The following standards apply to a member when providing profes­
sional services that involve tax return positions:
a . A member should not recommend that a tax return position be taken with respect to any item unless the member has a good-faith belief that the position has a realistic possibility of being sustained admin­istratively or judicially on its merits if challenged.
b . A member should not prepare or sign a return that the member is aware takes a position that the member may not recommend under the standard expressed in paragraph .02a.
c. Notwithstanding paragraph .02a, a member may recommend a tax return position that the member concludes is not frivolous as long as the member advises the taxpayer to appropriately disclose. Notwith­standing paragraph .026, the member may prepare or sign a return that reflects a position that the member concludes is not frivolous as long as the position is appropriately disclosed.
d . When recommending tax return positions and when preparing or signing a return on which a tax return position is taken, a member 
should, when relevant, advise the taxpayer regarding potential pen­alty consequences of such tax return position and the opportunity, if any, to avoid such penalties through disclosure.
.03 A member should not recommend a tax return position or prepare or sign a return reflecting a position that the member knows—
a. Exploits the audit selection process of a taxing authority.
b. Serves as a mere arguing position advanced solely to obtain leverage in the bargaining process of settlement negotiation with a taxing authority.
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.04 When recommending a tax return position, a member has both the right and responsibility to be an advocate for the taxpayer with respect to any position satisfying the aforementioned standards.
Explanation
.05 Our self-assessment tax system can function effectively only if tax­payers file tax returns that are true, correct, and complete. A tax return is primarily a taxpayer's representation of facts, and the taxpayer has the final responsibility for positions taken on the return.
.06 In addition to a duty to the taxpayer, a member has a duty to the tax system. However, it is well established that the taxpayer has no obligation to pay more taxes than are legally owed, and a member has a duty to the taxpayer to assist in achieving that result. The standards contained in paragraphs .02, .03, and .04 recognize the members' responsibilities to both taxpayers and to the tax system.
.07 In order to meet the standards contained in paragraph .02, a member should in good faith believe that the tax return position is warranted in existing law or can be supported by a good-faith argument for an extension, modification, or reversal of existing law. For example, in reaching such a conclusion, a member may consider a well-reasoned construction of the appli­cable statute, well-reasoned articles or treatises, or pronouncements issued by the applicable taxing authority, regardless of whether such sources would be 
treated as a u th o rity  under Internal Revenue Code section 6662 and the regu­lations thereunder. A position would not fail to meet these standards merely because it is later abandoned for practical or procedural considerations during an administrative hearing or in the litigation process.
.08 If a member has a good-faith belief that more than one tax return position meets the standards set forth in paragraph .02, a member's advice concerning alternative acceptable positions may include a discussion of the likelihood that each such position might or might not cause the taxpayer's tax return to be examined and whether the position would be challenged in an examination. In such circumstances, such advice is not a violation of para­
graph .03a.
.09 In some cases, a member may conclude that a tax return position is not warranted under the standard set forth in paragraph .02a. A taxpayer may, however, still wish to take such a position. Under such circumstances, the taxpayer should have the opportunity to take such a position, and the member may prepare and sign the return provided the position is appropriately dis­closed on the return or claim for refund and the position is not frivolous. A frivolous position is one that is knowingly advanced in bad faith and is patently 
improper.
.10 A member's determination of whether information is appropriately disclosed by the taxpayer should be based on the facts and circumstances of the particular case and the authorities regarding disclosure in the applicable taxing jurisdiction. If a member recommending a position, but not engaged to prepare or sign the related tax return, advises the taxpayer concerning appro­priate disclosure of the position, then the member shall be deemed to meet 
these standards.
.11 If particular facts and circumstances lead a member to believe that a taxpayer penalty might be asserted, the member should so advise the taxpayer
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and should discuss with the taxpayer the opportunity to avoid such penalty by disclosing the position on the tax return. Although a member should advise the taxpayer with respect to disclosure, it is the taxpayer's responsibility to decide whether and how to disclose.
.12 For purposes of this Statement, preparation of a tax return includes giving advice on events that have occurred at the time the advice is given if the advice is directly relevant to determining the existence, character, or amount of a schedule, entry, or other portion of a tax return.
[The n e x t page is  18,031.]
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TS Section 9100
Tax R eturn  Positions: Tax Serv ices  
In te rp re ta t io n  o f  Section 100
Issue date, unless 
otherwise indicated: 
August, 2000
Background
.01 Statement on Standards for Tax Services (SSTS) No. 1, T ax  R e tu rn  
P o s itio n s  [section 100], contains the standards a member should follow in recommending tax return positions and in preparing or signing tax returns. In general, a member should have a good-faith belief that the tax return position being recommended has a realistic possibility of being sustained administra­tively or judicially on its merits, if challenged. The standard contained in SSTS No. 1, paragraph 2a  [section 100.02a], is referred to here as the realistic possibility standard. If a member concludes that a tax return position does not 
meet the realistic possibility standard:
a . The member may still recommend the position to the taxpayer if the position is not frivolous, and the member recommends appropriate 
disclosure of the position; or
b. The member may still prepare or sign a tax return containing the position, if the position is not frivolous, and the position is appropri­
ately disclosed.
.02 A  fr iv o lo u s  p o s itio n  is one that is knowingly advanced in bad faith and is patently improper (see SSTS No. 1, paragraph 9 [section 100.09]). A mem­ber's determination of whether information is appropriately disclosed on a tax return or claim for refund is based on the facts and circumstances of the particular case and the authorities regarding disclosure in the applicable jurisdiction (see SSTS No. 1, paragraph 10 [section 100.10]).
.03 If a member believes there is a possibility that a tax return position might result in penalties being asserted against a taxpayer, the member should so advise the taxpayer and should discuss with the taxpayer the opportunity, if any, of avoiding such penalties through disclosure (see SSTS No. 1, paragraph 11 [section 100.11]). Such advice may be given orally.
G eneral Interpretation
.04 To meet the realistic possibility standard, a member should have a good-faith belief that the position is warranted by existing law or can be supported by a good-faith argument for an extension, modification, or reversal of the existing law through the administrative or judicial process. Such a belief should be based on reasonable interpretations of the tax law. A member should not take into account the likelihood of audit or detection when determining whether this standard has been met (see SSTS No. 1, paragraphs 3a and 8 [section 100.03a and .08]).
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.05 The realistic possibility standard is less stringent than the substan­tial authority standard and the more likely than not standard that apply under the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) to substantial understatements of liability by taxpayers. The realistic possibility standard is stricter than the reasonable 
basis standard that is in the IRC.
.06 In determining whether a tax return position meets the realistic possibility standard, a member may rely on authorities in addition to those evaluated when determining whether substantial authority exists under IRC section 6662. Accordingly, a member may rely on well-reasoned treatises, articles in recognized professional tax publications, and other reference tools and sources of tax analyses commonly used by tax advisers and preparers of returns.
.07 In determining whether a realistic possibility exists, a member should do all of the following:
•  Establish relevant background facts
•  Distill the appropriate questions from those facts
•  Search for authoritative answers to those questions
•  Resolve the questions by weighing the authorities uncovered by that search
•  Arrive at a conclusion supported by the authorities
.08 A member should consider the weight of each authority to conclude whether a position meets the realistic possibility standard. In determining the weight of an authority, a member should consider its persuasiveness, rele­vance, and source. Thus, the type of authority is a significant factor. Other important factors include whether the facts stated by the authority are distin­guishable from those of the taxpayer and whether the authority contains an analysis of the issue or merely states a conclusion.
.09 The realistic possibility standard may be met despite the absence of certain types of authority. For example, a member may conclude that the realistic possibility standard has been met when the position is supported only by a well-reasoned construction of the applicable statutory provision.
.10 In determining whether the realistic possibility standard has been met, the extent of research required is left to the professional judgment of the member with respect to all the facts and circumstances known to the member. 
A member may conclude that more than one position meets the realistic possibility standard.
Specific Illustrations
.11 The following illustrations deal with general fact patterns. Accord­ingly, the application of the guidance discussed in the General Interpretation section to variations in such general facts or to particular facts or circum­stances may lead to different conclusions. In each illustration there is no authority other than that indicated.
.12 I llu s tra tio n  1. A taxpayer has engaged in a transaction that is ad­versely affected by a new statutory provision. Prior law supports a position favorable to the taxpayer. The taxpayer believes, and the member concurs, that
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the new statute is inequitable as applied to the taxpayer's situation. The statute is constitutional, clearly drafted, and unambiguous. The legislative history discussing the new statute contains general comments that do not specifically address the taxpayer's situation.
.13 C on c lus ion . The member should recommend the return position sup­
ported by the new statute. A position contrary to a constitutional, clear, and unambiguous statute would ordinarily be considered a frivolous position.
.14 I llu s tra tio n  2 . The facts are the same as in illustration 1 except that the legislative history discussing the new statute specifically addresses the taxpayer's situation and supports a position favorable to the taxpayer.
.15 C on c lus ion . In a case where the statute is clearly and unambigu­ously against the taxpayer's position but a contrary position exists based on legislative history specifically addressing the taxpayer's situation, a return position based either on the statutory language or on the legislative history satisfies the realistic possibility standard.
.16 I llu s tra tio n  3 . The facts are the same as in illustration 1 except that the legislative history can be interpreted to provide some evidence or authority in support of the taxpayer's position; however, the legislative history does not specifically address the situation.
.17 C on c lus ion . In a case where the statute is clear and unambiguous, a contrary position based on an interpretation of the legislative history that does not explicitly address the taxpayer's situation does not meet the realistic possibility standard. However, because the legislative history provides some support or evidence for the taxpayer's position, such a return position is not frivolous. A member may recommend the position to the taxpayer if the 
member also recommends appropriate disclosure.
.18 I llu s tra tio n  4 . A taxpayer is faced with an issue involving the inter­pretation of a new statute. Following its passage, the statute was widely recognized to contain a drafting error, and a technical correction proposal has been introduced. The taxing authority issues a pronouncement indicating how it will administer the provision. The pronouncement interprets the statute in accordance with the proposed technical correction.
.19 C on c lus ion . Return positions based on either the existing statutory language or the taxing authority pronouncement satisfy the realistic possibil­ity standard.
.20 I llu s tra tio n  5 . The facts are the same as in illustration 4 except that no taxing authority pronouncement has been issued.
.21 C onc lus ion . In the absence" of a taxing authority pronouncement interpreting the statute in accordance with the technical correction, only a return position based on the existing statutory language will meet the realistic 
possibility standard. A return position based on the proposed technical correc­tion may be recommended if it is appropriately disclosed, since it is not frivolous.
.22 I llu s tra tio n  6. A taxpayer is seeking advice from a member regarding a recently amended statute. The member has reviewed the statute, the legis­lative history that specifically addresses the issue, and a recently published notice issued by the taxing authority. The member has concluded in good faith that, based on the statute and the legislative history, the taxing authority's position as stated in the notice does not reflect legislative intent.
A IC P A  P rofessional Standards TS §9100.22
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.23 C on c lus ion . The member may recommend the position supported by the statute and the legislative history because it meets the realistic possibility standard.
.24  Illu s tra tio n  7. The facts are the same as in illustration 6 except that the taxing authority pronouncement is a temporary regulation.
.25 C on c lus ion . In determining whether the position meets the realistic possibility standard, a member should determine the weight to be given the regulation by analyzing factors such as whether the regulation is legislative or interpretative, or if it is inconsistent with the statute. If a member concludes that the position does not meet the realistic possibility standard, because it is not frivolous, the position may nevertheless be recommended if the member also recommends appropriate disclosure.
.26 Illustration 8 .  A tax form published by a taxing authority is incor­
rect, but completion of the form as published provides a benefit to the taxpayer. The member knows that the taxing authority has published an announcement acknowledging the error.
.27 C on c lus ion . In these circumstances, a return position in accordance with the published form is a frivolous position.
.28 I llu s tra tio n  9 . A taxpayer wants to take a position that a member has concluded is frivolous. The taxpayer maintains that even if the taxing author­
ity examines the return, the issue will not be raised.
.29 C on c lus ion . The member should not consider the likelihood of audit or detection when determining whether the realistic possibility standard has been met. The member should not prepare or sign a return that contains a frivolous position even if it is disclosed.
.30 I llu s tra tio n  10. A statute is passed requiring the capitalization of certain expenditures. The taxpayer believes, and the member concurs, that to comply fully, the taxpayer will need to acquire new computer hardware and software and implement a number of new accounting procedures. The taxpayer and member agree that the costs of full compliance will be significantly greater than the resulting increase in tax due under the new provision. Because of these cost considerations, the taxpayer makes no effort to comply. The tax­payer wants the member to prepare and sign a return on which the new requirement is simply ignored.
.31 C on c lus ion . The return position desired by the taxpayer is frivolous, and the member should neither prepare nor sign the return.
.32 I llu s tra tio n  11. The facts are the same as in illustration 10 except that a taxpayer has made a good-faith effort to comply with the law by 
calculating an estimate of expenditures to be capitalized under the new provision.
.33 C on c lus ion . In this situation, the realistic possibility standard has been met. When using estimates in the preparation of a return, a member should refer to SSTS No. 4, Use o f E s tim a te s  [section 400].
.34 I llu s tra tio n  12. On a given issue, a member has located and weighed two authorities concerning the treatment of a particular expenditure. A taxing authority has issued an administrative ruling that required the expenditure to be capitalized and amortized over several years. On the other hand, a court opinion permitted the current deduction of the expenditure. The member has concluded that these are the relevant authorities, considered the source of both authorities, and concluded that both are persuasive and relevant.
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.35 C on c lus ion . The realistic possibility standard is met by either position.
.36 I llu s tra tio n  13. A tax statute is silent on the treatment of an item under the statute. However, the legislative history explaining the statute directs the taxing authority to issue regulations that will require a specific treatment of the item. No regulations have been issued at the time the member must recommend a position on the tax treatment of the item.
.37 C on c lus ion . The member may recommend the position supported by the legislative history because it meets the realistic possibility standard.
.38 I llu s tra tio n  14. A taxpayer wants to take a position that a member concludes meets the realistic possibility standard based on an assumption regarding an underlying nontax legal issue. The member recommends that the 
taxpayer seek advice from its legal counsel, and the taxpayer's attorney gives an opinion on the nontax legal issue.
.39 C on c lus ion . A member may in general rely on a legal opinion on a nontax legal issue. A member should, however, use professional judgment when relying on a legal opinion. If, on its face, the opinion of the taxpayer's attorney appears to be unreasonable, unsubstantiated, or unwarranted, a member should consult his or her attorney before relying on the opinion.
.40 I llu s tra tio n  15. A taxpayer has obtained from its attorney an opinion on the tax treatment of an item and requests that a member rely on the opinion.
.41 C on c lus ion . The authorities on which a member may rely include well-reasoned sources of tax analysis. If a member is satisfied about the source, relevance, and persuasiveness of the legal opinion, a member may rely on that opinion when determining whether the realistic possibility standard has 
been met.
[The n ex t page is  18,041.]
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TS Section 200 
A n s w e rs  to  Q uestions o n  Returns
Issue date, unless 
otherwise indicated: 
August, 2000
Introduction
.01 This Statement sets forth the applicable standards for members when signing the preparer's declaration on a tax return if one or more questions on the return have not been answered. The term  questions  includes requests for information on the return, in the instructions, or in the regulations, whether 
or not stated in the form of a question.
Statement
.02 A member should make a reasonable effort to obtain from the tax­payer the information necessary to provide appropriate answers to all ques­tions on a tax return before signing as preparer.
Explanation
.03 It is recognized that the questions on tax returns are not of uniform importance, and often they are not applicable to the particular taxpayer. Nevertheless, there are at least two reasons why a member should be satisfied that a reasonable effort has been made to obtain information to provide appropriate answers to the questions on the return that are applicable to a 
taxpayer.
a. A question may be of importance in determining taxable income or loss, or the tax liability shown on the return, in which circumstance an omission may detract from the quality of the return.
b. A member often must sign a preparer's declaration stating that the 
return is true, correct, and complete.
.04 Reasonable grounds may exist for omitting an answer to a question 
applicable to a taxpayer. For example, reasonable grounds may include the 
following:
a . The information is not readily available and the answer is not significant in terms of taxable income or loss, or the tax liability shown on the return.
b. Genuine uncertainty exists regarding the meaning of the question in relation to the particular return.
c. The answer to the question is voluminous; in such cases, a statement should be made on the return that the data will be supplied upon 
examination.
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.05 A member should not omit an answer merely because it might prove disadvantageous to a taxpayer.
.06 If reasonable grounds exist for omission of an answer to an applicable question, a taxpayer is not required to provide on the return an explanation of the reason for the omission. In this connection, a member should consider whether the omission of an answer to a question may cause the return to be deemed incomplete.
[The n ex t page is  18,051.]
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TS Section 9100
C e rta in  P ro ce d u ra l A spects  o f  
P re p a r in g  Returns
Issue date, unless 
otherwise indicated: 
August, 2000
Introduction
.01 This Statement sets forth the applicable standards for members concerning the obligation to examine or verify certain supporting data or to consider information related to another taxpayer when preparing a taxpayer's tax return.
Statement
.02 In preparing or signing a return, a member may in good faith rely, without verification, on information furnished by the taxpayer or by third parties. However, a member should not ignore the implications of information furnished and should make reasonable inquiries if the information furnished appears to be incorrect, incomplete, or inconsistent either on its face or on the basis of other facts known to a member. Further, a member should refer to the taxpayer's returns for one or more prior years whenever feasible.
.03 If the tax law or regulations impose a condition with respect to deductibility or other tax treatment of an item, such as taxpayer maintenance of books and records or substantiating documentation to support the reported deduction or tax treatment, a member should make appropriate inquiries to determine to the member's satisfaction whether such condition has been met.
.04 When preparing a tax return, a member should consider information actually known to that member from the tax return of another taxpayer if the information is relevant to that tax return and its consideration is necessary to properly prepare that tax return. In using such information, a member should consider any limitations imposed by any law or rule relating to confidentiality.
Explanation
.05 The preparer's declaration on a tax return often states that the information contained therein is true, correct, and complete to the best of the preparer's knowledge and belief based on all information known by the preparer. This type of reference should be understood to include information furnished by the taxpayer or by third parties to a member in connection with the preparation of the return.
.06 The preparer's declaration does not require a member to examine or verify supporting data. However, a distinction should be made between (a ) the need either to determine by inquiry that a specifically required condition, such
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as maintaining books and records or substantiating documentation, has been satisfied or to obtain information when the material furnished appears to be incorrect or incomplete and (6) the need for a member to examine underlying information. In fulfilling his or her obligation to exercise due diligence in preparing a return, a member may rely on information furnished by the taxpayer unless it appears to be incorrect, incomplete, or inconsistent. Al­though a member has certain responsibilities in exercising due diligence in preparing a return, the taxpayer has the ultimate responsibility for the con­tents of the return. Thus, if the taxpayer presents unsupported data in the form of lists of tax information, such as dividends and interest received, charitable contributions, and medical expenses, such information may be used in the preparation of a tax return without verification unless it appears to be incor­rect, incomplete, or inconsistent either on its face or on the basis of other facts known to a member.
.07 Even though there is no requirement to examine underlying docu­mentation, a member should encourage the taxpayer to provide supporting data where appropriate. For example, a member should encourage the tax­payer to submit underlying documents for use in tax return preparation to permit full consideration of income and deductions arising from security trans­actions and from pass-through entities, such as estates, trusts, partnerships, and S corporations.
.08 The source of information provided to a member by a taxpayer for use in preparing the return is often a pass-through entity, such as a limited partnership, in which the taxpayer has an interest but is not involved in management. A member may accept the information provided by the pass- through entity without further inquiry, unless there is reason to believe it is incorrect, incomplete, or inconsistent, either on its face or on the basis of other facts known to the member. In some instances, it may be appropriate for a member to advise the taxpayer to ascertain the nature and amount of possible exposure to tax deficiencies, interest, and penalties, by contact with manage­ment of the pass-through entity.
.09 A member should make use of a taxpayer's returns for one or more prior years in preparing the current return whenever feasible. Reference to prior returns and discussion of prior-year tax determinations with the tax­
payer should provide information to determine the taxpayer's general tax status, avoid the omission or duplication of items, and afford a basis for the treatment of similar or related transactions. As with the examination of information supplied for the current year's return, the extent of comparison of the details of income and deduction between years depends on the particular circumstances.
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TS Section 400 
Use of Estimates
Issue date, unless 
otherwise indicated: 
August, 2000
Introduction
.01 This Statement sets forth the applicable standards for members when using the taxpayer's estimates in the preparation of a tax return. A member may advise on estimates used in the preparation of a tax return, but the taxpayer has the responsibility to provide the estimated data. Appraisals or valuations are not considered estimates for purposes of this Statement.
Statement
.02 Unless prohibited by statute or by rule, a member may use the 
taxpayer's estimates in the preparation of a tax return if it is not practical to obtain exact data and if the member determines that the estimates are reason­able based on the facts and circumstances known to the member. If the taxpayer's estimates are used, they should be presented in a manner that does not imply greater accuracy than exists.
Explanation
.03 Accounting requires the exercise of professional judgment and, in many instances, the use of approximations based on judgment. The application of such accounting judgments, as long as not in conflict with methods set forth by a taxing authority, is acceptable. These judgments are not estimates within the purview of this Statement. For example, a federal income tax regulation provides that if all other conditions for accrual are met, the exact amount of income or expense need not be known or ascertained at year end if the amount 
can be determined with reasonable accuracy.
.04 When the taxpayer's records do not accurately reflect information related to small expenditures, accuracy in recording some data may be difficult to achieve. Therefore, the use of estimates by a taxpayer in determining the amount to be deducted for such items may be appropriate.
.05 When records are missing or precise information about a transaction is not available a t the time the return must be filed, a member may prepare a tax return using a taxpayer's estimates of the missing data.
.06 Estimated amounts should not be presented in a manner that pro­vides a misleading impression about the degree of factual accuracy.
.07 Specific disclosure that an estimate is used for an item in the return is not generally required; however, such disclosure should be made in unusual
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circumstances where nondisclosure might mislead the taxing authority regard­ing the degree of accuracy of the return as a whole. Some examples of unusual circumstances include the following:
a. A taxpayer has died or is ill at the time the return must be filed.
b . A taxpayer has not received a Schedule K-1 for a pass-through entity at the time the tax return is to be filed.
c. Hiere is litigation pending (for example, a bankruptcy proceeding) that bears on the return.
d . Fire or computer failure has destroyed the relevant records.
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TS Section 500
Departure From a  Position Previously 
Concluded in an Administrative Proceeding 
or Court Decision
Issue date, unless 
otherwise indicated: 
August, 2000
Introduction
.01 This Statement sets forth the applicable standards for members in recommending a tax return position that departs from the position determined in an administrative proceeding or in a court decision with respect to the taxpayer's prior return.
.02 For purposes of this Statement, a d m in is tra tiv e  p ro cee d in g  also in­cludes an examination by a taxing authority or an appeals conference relating to a return or a claim for refund.
.03 For purposes of this Statement, c o u rt d ec is ion  means a decision by any court having jurisdiction over tax matters.
Statement
.04 The tax return position with respect to an item as determined in an administrative proceeding or court decision does not restrict a member from recommending a different tax position in a later year's return, unless the taxpayer is bound to a specified treatment in the later year, such as by a formal closing agreement. Therefore, as provided in Statement on Standards for Tax Services (SSTS) No. 1, T ax R e tu rn  P o s itio n s  [section 100], the member may recommend a tax return position or prepare or sign a tax return that departs 
from the treatment of an item as concluded in an administrative proceeding or court decision with respect to a prior return of the taxpayer.
Explanation
.05 If an administrative proceeding or court decision has resulted in a determination concerning a specific tax treatment of an item in a prior year's return, a member will usually recommend th i s same tax treatment in sub­sequent years. However, departures from consistent treatment may be justi­fied under such circumstances as the following:
a . Taxing authorities tend to act consistently in the disposition of an item that was the subject of a  prior administrative proceeding but generally are not bound to do so. Similarly, a taxpayer is not bound to follow the tax treatment of an item as consented to in an earlier administrative proceeding.
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b. The determination in the administrative proceeding or the court's decision may have been caused by a lack of documentation. Support­ing data for the later year may be appropriate.
c. A taxpayer may have yielded in the administrative proceeding for settlement purposes or not appealed the court decision, even though the position met the standards in SSTS No. 1 [section 100].
d. Court decisions, rulings, or other authorities that are more favorable to a taxpayer's current position may have developed since the prior administrative proceeding was concluded or the prior court decision was rendered.
.06 The consent in an earlier administrative proceeding and the existence of an unfavorable court decision are factors that the member should consider in evaluating whether the standards in SSTS No. 1 [section 100] are met.
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TS Section 600
Knowledge of Error: Return Preparation
Issue dale, unless 
otherwise indicated: 
August, 2000
Introduction
.01 This Statement sets forth the applicable standards for a member who becomes aware of an error in a taxpayer's previously filed tax return or of a taxpayer's failure to file a required tax return. As used herein, the term error includes any position, omission, or method of accounting that, at the time the return is filed, fails to meet the standards set out in Statement on Standards for Tax Services (SSTS) No. 1, T ax  R e tu rn  P o s itio n s  [section 100]. The term 
e rro r also includes a position taken on a prior year's return that no longer meets these standards due to legislation, judicial decisions, or administrative pronouncements having retroactive effect. However, an error does not include an item that has an insignificant effect on the taxpayer's tax liability.
.02 This Statement applies whether or not the member prepared or signed the return that contains the error.
Statement
.03 A member should inform the taxpayer promptly upon becoming aware of an error in a previously filed return or upon becoming aware of a taxpayer's failure to file a required return. A member should recommend the corrective measures to be taken. Such recommendation may be given orally. The member is not obligated to inform the taxing authority, and a member may not do so without the taxpayer's permission, except when required by law.
.04 If a member is requested to prepare the current year's return and the taxpayer has not taken appropriate action to correct an error in a prior year's return, the member should consider whether to withdraw from preparing the 
return and whether to continue a professional or employment relationship with the taxpayer. If the member does prepare such current year's return, the member should take reasonable steps to ensure that the error is not repeated.
Explanation
.05 While performing services for a taxpayer, a member may become aware of an error in a previously filed return or may become aware that the taxpayer failed to file a required return. The member should advise the taxpayer of the error and the measures to be taken. Such recommendation may be given orally. If the member believes that the taxpayer could be charged with fraud or other criminal misconduct, the taxpayer should be advised to consult legal counsel before taking any action.
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.06 It is the taxpayer's responsibility to decide whether to correct the error. If the taxpayer does not correct an error, a member should consider whether to continue a professional or employment relationship with the tax­payer. While recognizing that the taxpayer may not be required by statute to correct an error by filing an amended return, a member should consider whether a taxpayer's decision not to file an amended return may predict future behavior that might require termination of the relationship. The potential for violating Code of Professional Conduct rule 301 [ET section 301.01] (relating to the member's confidential client relationship), the tax law and regulations, or laws on privileged communications, and other considerations may create a conflict between the member's interests and those of the taxpayer. Therefore, a member should consider consulting with his or her own legal counsel before deciding upon recommendations to the taxpayer and whether to continue a professional or employment relationship with the taxpayer.
.07 If a member decides to continue a professional or employment rela­tionship with the taxpayer and is requested to prepare a tax return for a year subsequent to that in which the error occurred, the member should take reasonable steps to ensure that the error is not repeated. If the subsequent year's tax return cannot be prepared without perpetuating the error, the member should consider withdrawal from the return preparation. If a member learns that the taxpayer is using an erroneous method of accounting and it is past the due date to request permission to change to a method meeting the standards of SSTS No. 1 [section 100], the member may sign a tax return for the current year, providing the tax return includes appropriate disclosure of 
the use of the erroneous method.
.08 Whether an error has no more than an insignificant effect on the taxpayer's tax liability is left to the professional judgment of the member based on all the facts and circumstances known to the member. In judging whether an erroneous method of accounting has more than an insignificant effect, a member should consider the method's cumulative effect and its effect on the current year's tax return.
.09 If a member becomes aware of the error while performing services for a taxpayer that do not involve tax return preparation, the member's responsi­bility is to advise the taxpayer of the existence of the error and to recommend that the error be discussed with the taxpayer's tax return preparer. Such recommendation may be given orally.
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TS Section 700
Knowledge of Error: 
Administrative Proceedings
Issue date, unless 
otherwise indicated: 
August, 2000
Introduction
.01 This Statement sets forth the applicable standards for a member who becomes aware of an error in a return that is the subject of an administrative proceeding, such as an examination by a taxing authority or an appeals conference. The term  a d m in is tra tiv e  p ro cee d in g  does not include a criminal proceeding. As used herein, the term  e rro r includes any position, omission, or method of accounting that, at the time the return is filed, fails to meet the standards set out in Statement on Standards for Tax Services (SSTS) No. 1, 
T a x  R e tu rn  P o s itio n s  [section 100]. The term  e rro r also includes a position taken on a prior year's return that no longer meets these standards due to legislation, judicial decisions, or administrative pronouncements having retro­active effect. However, an error does not include an item that has an insignifi­cant effect on the taxpayer's tax liability.
.02 This Statement applies whether or not the member prepared or signed the return that contains the error. Special considerations may apply when a member has been engaged by legal counsel to provide assistance in a matter relating to the counsel's client.
Statement
.03 If a member is representing a taxpayer in an administrative proceed­ing with respect to a return that contains an error of which the member is aware, the member should inform the taxpayer promptly upon becoming aware of the error. The member should recommend the corrective measures to be taken. Such recommendation may be given orally. A member is neither obli­gated to inform the taxing authority nor allowed to do so without the taxpayer's permission, except where required by law.
.04 A member should request the taxpayer's agreement to disclose the error to the taxing authority. Lacking such agreement, the member should consider whether to withdraw from representing the taxpayer in the adminis­trative proceeding and whether to continue a professional or employment relationship with the taxpayer.
Explanation
.05 When the member is engaged to represent the taxpayer before a taxing authority in an administrative proceeding with respect to a return containing an error of which the member is aware, the member should advise
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the taxpayer to disclose the error to the taxing authority. Such recommenda­tion may be given orally. If the member believes that th e  ta x p a y e r could be charged with fraud or other criminal misconduct, the taxpayer should be advised to consult legal counsel before taking any action.
.06 It is the taxpayer's responsibility to decide whether to correct the error. If the taxpayer does not correct an error, a member should consider whether to withdraw from representing the taxpayer in the administrative proceeding and whether to continue a professional or employment relationship with the taxpayer. While recognizing that the taxpayer may not be required by statute to correct an error by filing an amended return, a member should consider whether a taxpayer's decision not to file an amended return may predict future behavior that might require termination of the relationship. Moreover, a member should consider consulting with his or her own legal counsel before deciding on recommendations to the taxpayer and whether to continue a professional or employment relationship with the taxpayer. The potential for violating Code of Professional Conduct rule 301 [ET section 301.01] (relating to the member's confidential client relationship), the tax law and regulations, laws on privileged communications, potential adverse impact on a taxpayer of a member's withdrawal, and other considerations may create a conflict between the member's interests and those of the taxpayer.
.07 Once disclosure is agreed on, it should not be delayed to such a degree that the taxpayer or member might be considered to have failed to act in good faith or to have, in effect, provided misleading information. In any event, disclosure should be made before the conclusion of the adminis­trative proceeding.
.08 Whether an error has an insignificant effect on the taxpayer's tax liability is left to the professional judgment of the member based on all the facts and circumstances known to the member. In judging whether an erroneous method of accounting has more than an insignificant effect, a member should consider the method's cumulative effect and its effect on the return that is the subject of the administrative proceeding.
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TS Section 800 
Form and Content of Advice to Taxpayers
Issue date, unless 
otherwise indicated: 
August, 2000
Introduction
.01 This Statement sets forth the applicable standards for members concerning certain aspects of providing advice to a taxpayer and considers the circumstances in which a member has a responsibility to communicate with a 
taxpayer when subsequent developments affect advice previously provided. The Statement does not, however, cover a member's responsibilities when the expectation is that the advice rendered is likely to be relied on by parties other than the taxpayer.
Statement
.02 A member should use judgment to ensure that tax advice provided to a taxpayer reflects professional competence and appropriately serves the taxpayer's needs. A member is not required to follow a standard format or guidelines in communicating written or oral advice to a taxpayer.
.03 A member should assume that tax advice provided to a taxpayer will affect the manner in which the matters or transactions considered would be reported on the taxpayer's tax returns. Thus, for all tax advice given to a taxpayer, a member should follow the standards in Statement on Standards for Tax Services (SSTS) No. 1, T ax R e tu rn  P o s itio n s  [section 100].
.04 A member has no obligation to communicate with a taxpayer when subsequent developments affect advice previously provided with respect to significant matters, except while assisting a taxpayer in implementing proce­dures or plans associated with the advice provided or when a member under­takes this obligation by specific agreement.
Explanation
.05 Tax advice is recognized as a valuable service provided by members. The form of advice may be oral or written and the subject matter may range from routine to complex. Because the range of advice is so extensive and because advice should meet the specific needs of a taxpayer, neither a standard format nor guidelines for communicating or documenting advice to the tax­payer can be established to cover all situations.
.06 Although oral advice may serve a taxpayer's needs appropriately in routine matters or in well-defined areas, written communications are recom­mended in important, unusual, or complicated transactions. The member may use professional judgment about whether, subsequently, to document oral advice in writing.
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.07 In deciding on the form of advice provided to a taxpayer, a member should exercise professional judgment and should consider such factors as the following:
a . The importance of the transaction and amounts involved
b. The specific or general nature of the taxpayer's inquiry
c. The time available for development and submission of the advice
d . The technical complications presented
e. The existence of authorities and precedents
f .  The tax sophistication of the taxpayer
g. The need to seek other professional advice
.08 A member may assist a taxpayer in implementing procedures or plans associated with the advice offered. When providing such assistance, the mem­ber should review and revise such advice as warranted by new developments 
and factors affecting the transaction.
.09 Sometimes a member is requested to provide tax advice but does not assist in implementing the plans adopted. Although such developments as legislative or administrative changes or future judicial interpretations may 
affect the advice previously provided, a member cannot be expected to commu­nicate subsequent developments that affect such advice unless the member undertakes this obligation by specific agreement with the taxpayer.
.10 Taxpayers should be informed that advice reflects professional judg­
ment based on an existing situation and th a t subsequent developments could affect previous professional advice. Members may use precautionary language to the effect that their advice is based on facts as stated and authorities that are subject to change.
.11 In providing tax advice, a member should be cognizant of applicable confidentiality privileges.
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Appendix: Cross-Reference of Previous and  
Revised Statements
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Alternative Acceptable P os itions____100.08
Client Asserts Position Against
Member's A dvice ...................... .. 100.09
Contrary Positions................ 100.02; 100.09
Contrary to  Prior Administrative
Proceeding...............................  500.01-.05
Contrary to  Prior Year's R etu rn .........  500.04
D efinition...............................................100.01
D isclosure....................  100.02; 100 .09 -.11;
............................................... 9100.02-.03
Frivolous.............................  100.09; 9100.02
M ateria lity...................... ......................100.01
Penalties.............. 100.02; 100.11; 9100.03
Realistic Possibility Standard...........  100.02;
.................. ............................  9100.01-.41
Recommendations to  Cli e n t . . . .  100.02-.04;
........................................ 9100.01-.02
Rights and Responsibilities.........  100.04-.05
Settlement N ego tia tion...................... 100.03
Support fo r Positions...........................100.07
TAX RETURNS
• Conditions Imposed by Tax
Regulations........................................  300.03
• Cumulative E ffect o f E rro r................ 600.08;
............................................................ 700.08
• Declaration o f P reparer.............. 300 .05 -.06
• Errors on R eturns........................ 600 .01 -.09
• Errors Subject to  Administrative
Proceedings.............................  700:01 -.08
• Estimates on Returns..................  400 .01 -.07
• Failure to  F ile ...............................  6 0 0 .0 1 -.09
• Incom plete............................................. 200.06
• Information Related to
Another C lient....................  300.01; 300.04
• P reparation..................  100.02-.04 ; 100.12;
.................................................9100.01-.02
• Prior Year— See Prior Year Returns
• Procedural Aspects o f Preparing
Returns........................... ........... 3 0 0 .0 1 -0 9
- Responsibility o f C lient.........  100.05; 100.11
• Signatures—See Signatures
• Supporting D ata____.................... 300.01-.02 ;
.......................................... .. 300.05 -.08
• Tax Return Positions— See Tax Return
Positions
• Unanswered Questions on
Returns.................... .................  2 0 0 .0 1 -.06
TAX SERVICES
• Advice—See Advice to  Clients
• Error on Client's R etu rn .............. 600 .01 -.09
• Estimates on Returns..................  400.01 -.07
• Misrepresentation— See Misrepresentation
• Tax Return Positions— See Tax Return
Positions
• Unanswered Questions on
Returns......... ............................  2 0 0 .0 1 -.06
TERMINOLOGY
• Administrative P roceedings.............. 500.02;
....................................... ..................... 700.01
• Court D ecision............. ........................ 500.03
• E rro r......... ............................  600.01; 700.01
• Frivolous P os ition ............ .................  100.09;
..........................................................  9100.02
• Preparation o f a Tax Return . . . . . . . .  100.12
• Questions...............................................  200.01
• Realistic Possibility S tandard........... 9100.01
• Tax Return Positions ........................... 100.01
• Taxpayer...............................................100.01
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